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Electron dynamics in chromium probed with 20-fs optical pulses
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Department of Applied Physics, Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060-8628, Japan

~Received 17 March 2003; published 16 September 2003!

Electron excitation and relaxation in chromium are probed with 20-fs time resolution using an ultrafast
optical technique. We obtain good fits to the data for the transient reflectivity and transmittivity changes in a
thin film using a simple model of electron relaxation, suggesting the existence of an efficient electron-electron
thermalization process on ultrashort-time scales. Quantitative analysis allows the extraction of thermo-optic
coefficients and dielectric constant variations related to both the electron and the lattice temperatures.
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Nonequilibrium electron distributions can be excited in
metals with an ultrashort light pulse.1 The subsequent energy
exchange between the electrons and the lattice is governed
predominantly by the electron-phonon~e-p! scattering time,
but is also affected by the electron-electron~e-e! scattering
time. The noble metals, possessing simple band structures,
have provided a fertile testing ground for theories of non-
equilibrium electron relaxation and diffusion.2–8 It is now
possible to investigate the electron dynamics on time scales
of the order of the e-e scattering time, typically 10–50 fs for
excess electron energies;1 eV. Although in the noble metals
and in the alloy CoPt3 , where the e-p interaction is relatively
weak, the evolution of such transient athermal electron dis-
tributions was investigated with;20-fs time resolution,7–9 in
other transition metals no studies have been made on these
time scales, to the best of our knowledge.

The group-VIB transition metals~Cr, Mo, W! are interest-
ing because they have large values of the e-p coupling con-
stant, resulting in short electron energy relaxation times
;200 fs compared to the noble metals~;1 ps!.10 Their band
structure is complicated, there being a significant density of
states due tod electrons in the region around the Fermi
level.11 Understanding the short-time electron dynamics in
such metals with strong e-p coupling should become essen-
tial for applications in future ultrafast devices with ultrahigh
switching speeds. The electron relaxation in thin films of
chromium and tungsten under spatially homogeneous condi-
tions was measured by Brorsonet al. with optical pulses of
duration 60 fs.10 But only the reflectivity change was probed,
thus preventing access to the transient dielectric constant. In
this report we monitor both the reflectivity and transmittivity
changes in a thin polycrystalline film of chromium with 20-fs
optical pulses to elucidate the ultrafast dynamics of the elec-
trons therein.

The film of Cr on a crown glass substrate is excited and
probed from the front side with near Fourier-transform-
limited optical pulses from a Ti:sapphire laser~Kapteyn-
Murmane Labs! of central wavelength 790 nm, repetition
rate 87 MHz, pulse durationtL520 fs @full width at half
maximum ~FWHM! intensity#, and spectral width;50 nm
~FWHM!. A schematic diagram of the apparatus is shown in
Fig. 1. Interband transitions of electrons within the photon
energy ~1.57 eV! of the Fermi surface~at «F'7 eV) are
primarily induced.11 The optical pulse duration is controlled
by two prisms. It is measured at the sample position by a

noncollinear cross-correlation technique, through the tempo-
rary insertion of a 25-mm slab of beta barium borate that
combines the cross-polarized pump and probe beams at 0°
and 10°~p-polarized! incidence, respectively. At the sample
the optical spot radius at 1/e intensity is a'9.5mm, the
typical incident pump pulse energy isE50.75 nJ~maximum
incident fluence E/pa2'0.26 mJ cm22), and the probe
pulse energy is 0.007 nJ. The predicted electron temperature
change~for a thermalized electron gas! is 220 K and that of
the lattice is 8 K. The pump light is chopped mechanically at
2 kHz, and a synchronous signal proportional to the reflected
or transmitted intensity variation of the probe light is fed to a
lock-in amplifier. Multiple scanning with an optical delay
line allows a resolution for relative intensity changes;5
31026 ~with a total integration time of;2 s per point with
280 points, using 60 scans!.

The polycrystalline Cr sample of thicknessd0519 nm is
prepared on a crown glass substrate of thickness 1 mm at a
pressure of 531026 Torr by electron-beam deposition at 0.3
nm s21.12 The grain size was estimated by atomic force mi-
croscopy to be 100–200 nm. The thickness is measured by
spectroscopic ellipsometry and confirmed with picosecond
ultrasonics.13 The refractive index of the film (n1 ik53.65

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. The beam
exiting from the dispersion-compensation prisms passes below the
mirror M. The first reflection from the beam splitter, a glass slide of
thickness 1 mm, is used for the probe.
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13.09i ) and substrate (ns51.52) at 790 nm are also mea-
sured by ellipsometry. This value ofk corresponds to a
20-nm optical-absorption depth. The measured static reflec-
tion and transmission coefficients of the sample for the ul-
trashort optical pulses are, respectively,R'0.46 and T
'0.16. These values are close to those (R'0.43 andT
'0.12) expected from the measuredn1 ik for normally in-
cident monochromatic light at 790 nm. We expect a nearly
homogeneous~to within 10%! optical-absorption profile in
the depth direction in the film. With the steady-state sample
temperature in the probed region estimated at'470 K,14 Cr
is in its paramagnetic state.~Exposure to a temperature of
this order during the experiment is not expected to signifi-
cantly increase the native oxide layer thickness on the
sample, of the order of a few nm in thickness, that should
have a negligible effect on the present measurements.15!

Figure 2~a! shows the experimental relative reflectivity
and transmittivity changes~solid curves! as a function of
delay time. The initial change in the signals is compared with
the integral ~dash-dotted curves! of the cross correlation
~dashed curves! for the pump and probe optical pulses. The
data follow closely behind this integral in the initial stages.
The sign ofDR ~dependent on film thickness16! is opposite
to that of DT. The simplest theoretical model that can ac-
count for this data reasonably well is the two-temperature
model:17 the electrons and the lattice are assumed to be de-
scribed by separate temperaturesTe andTl , coupled by the

e-p interaction. In a one-dimensional approximation, valid
sincea@d0 ,

Ce~Te!
]Te

]t
52g~Te2Tl !1S~z,t !, ~1!

Cl

]Tl

]t
5g~Te2Tl !, ~2!

wherez is the depth coordinate. The e-p coupling constantg
and the lattice heat capacityCl are assumed to be constant
because of the relatively small transient change in lattice
temperature~;10 K!.1,18 The electron heat capacity, about
35 times smaller thanCl ~'3.6 Jm23 K21 at 470 K!, is given
by Ce(Te)5gTe (g5193 Jm23 K22).19 The source term
due to the optical pulse is taken as

S~ t !52KAln 2

p

E

pa2

~12R2T!

d0tL
expF24 ln 2S t

tL
D 2G ,

where the factorK5 1
2 here is calculated to account for the

spot size of the probe beam. Because of the poor air and
substrate thermal diffusivities, we assume no transport of
heat~or electrons! across the film boundaries on our experi-
mental time scales.

Neglecting the small modulation from the substrate on our
time scales, the reflectance~r! and transmittance~t! changes
~!1! for the present geometry can be calculated from the
transient dielectric constant changeD«5D(n1 ik)2 of the
film by assuming monochromatic incident radiation and spa-
tially homogeneous modulation:20

dr

r
5

ik0D«

2a0b0
E

0

d0
~a1eik1z1b1e2 ik1z!2dz, ~3!

dt

t
5

ik0D«

2a0
E

0

d0
~a1eik1z1b1e2 ik1z!~a18e

ik1z1b18e
2 ik1z!dz,

~4!

wherek0 andk1 are wave numbers anda0 , b0 , a1 , b1 , a18 ,
andb18 are constants,21 for which 0 refers to air and 1 to the
film. The measured relative reflectivity (DR/R) and trans-
mittivity ( DT/T) changes are related to Eqs.~3! and ~4! by
DR/R52 Re(dr/r), DT/T52 Re(dt/t) @sinceR5ur u2 and T
5utu2]. Here, D« is assumed to be linearly related to the
electron and lattice temperature changes for our range of
fluences. Measurements and fits forDR at different pump
fluences~with tL534 fs—see Fig. 2 inset! confirm that this
first-order approximation is reasonable:22

D«5D«11 iD«25~aDTe1bDTl !1 i ~cDTe1dDTl !,
~5!

where a5]«1 /]Te , b5]«1 /]Tl , c5]«2 /]Te , and d
5]«2 /]Tl . We treat these thermo-optic coefficients andg as
fitting parameters, substituting the numerical solution of the
nonlinear Eqs.~1! and ~2! obtained by the finite-difference
technique into Eqs.~3!–~5!.23 By least-squares fitting using
parametersa, b, c, d, andg common to the two data curves in

FIG. 2. Comparison of the relative reflectivity and transmissiv-
ity changes,DR/R andDT/T, measured~solid curves! for a 19-nm
Cr film with FWHM optical pulse durationtL520 fs at 1.57 eV
~790 nm!, and calculated~dotted curves! using the two-temperature
model. The pump fluence is 0.26 mJ cm22. Also shown are the
pump-probe cross correlation~dashed curve! and its integral~dash-
dotted curve!. The inset shows a comparison of the relative reflec-
tivity changes measured~solid curves! and fitted~dotted curves—
fitted simultaneously with the same values fora, b, c, d, andg as
above and appropriate lattice temperatures! for tL534 fs using the
two-temperature model for pump fluences 0.31 and 0.15 mJ cm22,
respectively.
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Fig. 2, and including a convolution with the probe pulse
temporal profile, theoretical curves~dotted lines! are ob-
tained that are very similar to experiment. This relative suc-
cess of the two-temperature model may well extend to a
wide range of optical wavelengths, considering the broad
features in the joint density of states of the electrons in the
VIB transition metals.11,24

The fitted value ofg5(470630)31015 Jm23 K21 is in
good agreement with~relatively temperature-insensitive6! lit-
erature values.10,25 The thermo-optic coefficients obtained
are ]«1 /]Te522.431025, ]«1 /]Tl524131025,
]«2 /]Te521.231025, and ]«2 /]Tl52.031025 in units
of K21. ~The uncertainties are typically630%, owing
mainly to the errors in the measurement of the pump fluence
and in the multiparameter fitting.! These coefficients, sensi-
tive to the band structure, are strong functions of
wavelength.11,26 Our low value for the ratio (]«2 /]Tl
1]«2 /]Te)/(]«1 /]Tl1]«1 /]Te) at 790 nm is consistent
with that found in low-frequency thermomodulation
measurements,26 although the comparison is not exact be-
cause our experiments are done under conditions of approxi-
mately constant~zero! strain as opposed to constant~zero!
stress.

The experimentalDR/R andDT/T variations are difficult
to interpret physically in terms of microscopic theories. The
transient dielectric constant variation is more fundamental
and is directly related to changes in the density of states
governing the relevant electronic transitions. For our homo-
geneously excited thin film, the changes inDR andDT are
linearly related to those in the dielectric constants:4,5,8

DR/R5a1D«11a2D«2 , ~6!

DT/T5b1D«11b2D«2 , ~7!

where the coefficientsa1 , a2 , b1 , andb2 can be obtained
from Eqs.~3! and ~4!. Knowing the fittedDR/R andDT/T
variations allows one to solve for the theoreticalD«1 and
D«2 variations, and in turn from Eqs.~3!–~5! for the theo-
retical electronic and lattice contributions toDR/R and
DT/T, as shown in Fig. 3~based on values ofa1, a2, b1
andb2 equal to 0.0025, 0.024, 0.0037 and20.050, respec-
trively!. The lattice contribution for both the relative reflec-
tivity @Fig. 3~a!# and transmissivity@Fig. 3~b!# changes tends
to a constant value as the electron temperature relaxes. The
contribution from the electron temperature change is domi-
nant at short times in both cases.

Equations~6! and~7! also allow one to derive the experi-
mentalD«1 andD«2 variations~independent of any dynami-
cal model!, as shown in Fig. 4~a!. Some salient points re-
garding these are as follows:~i! the temporal shape ofD«2 is
similar to that ofDR/R andDT/T, andD«2 is dominated by
the electronic contribution;~ii ! the temporal shape ofD«1 is
different, and is strongly influenced by the lattice contribu-
tion; ~iii ! the noise level forD«1 is significantly larger than
that for D«2. The results are a direct consequence of the
signs and relative magnitudes ofa1, a2, b1, b2 and of
a, b, c, d. ~iv! The magnitude ofD«1 is larger than that of
D«2, both quantities being negative. The sign ofD«2 indi-
cates a decrease in absorption during the transient heating.
The derived electronic contributions to the experimental di-
electric constant variations,D«1

e andD«2
e , are shown in Fig.

4~b!. Comparison with the predictions of the two-
temperature model~dashed curves! shows good agreement at
times t.100 fs, suggesting thatTe is well defined at these

FIG. 3. ~a! Calculated evolution of the relative reflectivity
changeDR/R ~solid curve!, and the separate electronic and lattice
contributions toDR/R: DRe /R ~dash-dotted curve! and DRl /R
~dashed curve!, respectively.~b! Calculated evolution of the relative
transmissivityDT/T ~solid curve!, and the electronic and lattice
contributions toDT/T: DTe /T ~dash-dotted curve! and DTl /T
~dashed curve!, respectively.~In this figure only,DTe andDTl refer
to changes in transmissivity rather than in temperature.!

FIG. 4. ~a! Measured transient changes of the real and imaginary
parts D«1 and D«2 of the dielectric constant.~b! The extracted
experimental electronic contributions toD«: D«1

e and D«2
e ~solid

curves!. Theoretical curves~dotted! are also shown.
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times and that the electron distribution is internally thermal-
ized within ;100 fs by e-e scattering. By fitting the experi-
mental D«e decays to the approximate function exp
(2t/t1,2

e ), the effective electron energy relaxation timest1
e

for D«1
e(t) andt2

e for D«2
e(t) are found to be 230650 and

210620 fs, respectively. These values are longer than the
value te(Te5Tl5470 K)5Ce /g'190 fs expected for the
same initial lattice temperature in the limit of smallDTe .
This increase inte with increasingTe is in agreement with
rough estimates based on an approximate first-order solution
to Eqs.~1! and ~2! at constantTl : te'te(Tl)(11Te /Tl)/2
~see Ref. 2!. In a more sophisticated treatment the effect of
the finite e-e relaxation time27 and the band structure11

should be taken into account. The variationsD«1
e(t) and

D«2
e(t) arise from a sum of all allowed electronic transitions

at the probe wavelength originating in different regions ofk

space whose populations are perturbed by the pump optical
pulse. These variations cannot be ascribed to a single inter-
band transition in the complex band structure of Cr.11,26 A
more detailed analysis of theD« variations is beyond the
scope of this report.

In conclusion we have investigated the nonequilibrium
dynamics of electron relaxation in chromium with 20-fs time
resolution using an ultrafast optical technique. The two-
temperature model produces good agreement with the ex-
perimental data, implying electron-electron thermalization
within ;100 fs in this metal. This efficient thermalization
and the short electron energy relaxation time in chromium
bode well for future applications in ultrafast control of
charge distributions and transport in transition metals.

We are grateful to Vitali Gusev and Hrvoje Petek for valu-
able discussions.
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